
HOW DOES EMF AFFECT     
CHILDREN'S SLEEP?

Sources of EMF
exposure

Babies are the
most vulnerable!

Why are they the
most vulnerable?

E M F  I M P A C T S  T H E  B O D Y ' S  N A T U R A L  A B I L I T Y  
F O R  G O O D  Q U A L I T Y  S L E E P !

These types of radiation
can come from many

electronic sources such as
cell phones, computers,

radio and television signals,
radars, satellite stations,

and 5G towers.

Children can be exposed to EMF by electronic devices,
high-votage transmission lines, mobile phones, WI-FI, etc.

PRECAUTIONS TO REDUCE THE HEALTH RISKS
OF EMF EXPOSURE IN CHILDREN

EXPLORE OUR EMF SHIELDING PRODUCTS

Studies show that fetuses
and babies are more

susceptible to the negative
effects of EMF signals. The
younger you are, the more

vulnerable you will be to
the effects of EMF

radiation.

Babies undergo higher rates
of cellular mitosis (cell

division and multiplication),
Cellular mutation damages

caused by EMF radiation
replicate at a higher rate 
 because children are still

growing.

 Children require more sleep than adults as they are
going through a developmental period.

Having too little sleep can impact a child's 
growth and immune system development.

Minimize wireless
usage

Disable Wi-Fi connections
when possible. Use

ethernet cable instead of
Wi-Fi. Turn off your Wi-Fi

router at night.

Keep EMF sources
at a distance

Avoid keeping your phone
in your pockets. Put

electronics out of the
bedroom, especially 

when sleeping. 

Use EMF blocking
products 

SleepGift offers a wide
range of products that

protect against EMF, such
as baby blankets, EMF

shielding beanies and hats.

Use code:

FREE HEALTH PAD (FREE HEALTH PAD (
on orders over $150

valued at $79)$79)

https://sleepgift.ca/
https://sleepgift.ca/
https://sleepgift.ca/products/sleepgift-baby-emf-protection-blanket

